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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Diego Garcia Morales has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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apropiarse
appropriating = do something = stay with something that is not one that belongs.  " not can you take that; is not your
property, that is property of: Pedro; Don fulano; or Sultano; or of municipal, State property, etc.

carrilano
carrilano: Lane, path, man that walks the lanes, roads; well for his work, to look for life, etc. Man is not fixed on any site,
adventurous customs.  "That man is a carrilano, a hustler, c... bad seat.

murcio
( donkey horseback, mule, donkey, pollino, ass, etc.  ) I murcio is one synonym of the former. Used in the middle ages to
designate this animal and in addition, was called murciano the individual that was ( above all 41 Gypsies; It made deals,
traded, bought, sold, changed, he stole etc.  ) with this type of animal. The edict of Charles III, referred precisely to this
people who were very little reliable.

roete
roete = impeller: with a tohalla piece of cloth, etc, is a round hoop placed on the head to carry, carry things ú heavy
objects, especially for things of rounded forms that other pèrfectamente the way or hole in the ring or roete = impeller. In
Mojácar (41 Almería; up hade few years used it 40 women;Mojaqueras ) to bring water in pitchers of mud from the
source of the people to their homes.  Arab custom ( non-exclusive of Mojácar. It is used in almost all Andalusia and
Morocco.

trapajazo
-Blow when falling or falling to the ground. - Give blow (hit) with a rag. Bulgarism: it is located in the
Turre-Mojacar-Garrucha area. 


